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an important task 重要任務
to succeed in doing something 完成

mission (n) 
accomplish (v)
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one tonne equals 100 kg 1公噸 (等於100公⽄)
not wholly 部分地
a large commercial ship 郵輪
to open officially 舉⾏開幕典禮
to give a nickname to 起綽號
a large structure built to honour a special person or event 紀念遺跡
a graphic character that carries a meaning itself 表意符號
the area at the back of the eye where light is received 視網膜
to be likely to behave in a certain way 傾向於
to compensate with something good 彌補
the act of competing 對⽴
a feeling of hostility between two groups of people 緊張關係
to take an area of land by force 併吞
to kill a famous person 刺殺
a disgraceful event 醜聞
to cause something to start 引發
a formal agreement establishing an association between nations 聯盟

tonne (n) 
partially (adv) 
ocean liner (n) 
inaugurate (v)
dub (v)
monument (n) 
ideogram (n)
retina (n) 
tend (v) 
make up for (phr v) 
rivalry (n)
tension (n) 
annex (v) 
assassinate (v) 
scandal (n) 
trigger (v) 
alliance (n) 
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a liquid poison 毒液
causing death 致命的
an animal that hunts and eats other animals 捕⻝性動物
to provide with a weapon 武裝
an animal that is hunted or killed for food 獵物
a small burrowing mammal that is almost blind and lives in
underground passages that it digs 鼴⿏
to make someone not able to feel or move 使癱瘓
a poisonous snake 毒蛇
a mixture of different things 混合物
a space cut into a surface 溝槽

venom (n) 
fatal (adj) 
predator (n)
arm (v) 
prey (n)
mole (n)
 
paralyse (v)
viper (n) 
cocktail (n) 
groove (n) 
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to pass through 穿透
a member of the group of mammals which includes humans, monkeys
and apes 靈⻑類動物
to produce and release a liquid 分泌
an egg-laying mammal with a wide beak 鴨嘴獸
a long pointed weapon with a rope attached to it 捕⿂叉
something that makes part of your body sore or painful 刺激物
a kind of sea animals that look like a flower 海葵
good food, especially something rare or expensive 美⻝
to make less severe 緩解
to separate something from other things 隔離
a disease in which someone has too much sugar in their blood 糖尿病
to prepare something in an original way 調製
a small tool made of two strips of metal used for picking up small
things 鑷⼦
to continue to exist 繼續存在

penetrate (v) 
primate (n)
 
secrete (v) 
platypus (n)
harpoon (n) 
irritant (n) 
sea anemone (n)
delicacy (n)
alleviate (v)
isolate (v)
diabetes (n) 
concoct (v)
tweezer (n) 

persist (v) 
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a pig-like wild animal that is active during the night 貒豬
wild animals that are hunt for food or sport 供捕獵的野⽣動物
to take advantage of someone unfairly 剝削
knowledge and experience 訣竅
a silvery metal that is liquid at ordinary temperature 汞，⽔銀
having a bad reputation 臭名昭著的

peccary (n) 
game (n) 
exploit (v) 
knowhow (n)
mercury (n)
notorious (adj) 
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to take care of 照料
nervous and jumpy 急躁的
a machine that causes air to move 呼吸機
a device that separates liquids from the solids by rotating at a high
speed 離⼼機

tend (v) 
edgy (adj)
ventilator (n) 
centrifuge (n) 
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having a strong chemical effect 烈性的
meat-eating ⾁⻝性的
lovely and refined 嬌⼩可爱的
to make someone feel attracted to you 引誘
to walk proudly 昂⾸闊步
a male and a female animal have sex in order to reproduce 交配
to move about hurriedly 急匆匆地⾛
extreme tiredness 精疲⼒竭
to move in quick, small steps 碎步快跑
given up in exchange of other things 犧牲了的
to control skilfully 操縱

potent (adj)
carnivorous (adj) 
dainty (adj) 
seduce (v) 
strut (v)
mate (v) 
scurry (v)
exhaustion (n)
scuttle (v) 
sacrificed (adj) 
manipulate (v)
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